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EXTENSIONS OF ALGEBRAIC SYSTEMS

BY

AWAD A. ISKANDER

Abstract. There are several generalizations to universal algebras of the notion "The

group 31 is an extension of the group ii by the group G ". In this paper we study

three such generalizations and the corresponding products of classes of algebraic-

systems. Various results are presented. One such theorem characterizes the weakly

congruence regular varieties admitting extensions of a particular sort. Another result

gives, under a weak congruence permutability condition, an equational basis for the

variety obtained by applying one such product to two other varieties.

The product of group varieties % and T is defined as the class of all groups that

are Schreier extensions of %rgroups by T-groups [28, p. 38]. This class multiplication

turns the set of all group varieties into a free monoid with 0 (B. H. Neumann, H.

Neumann, and P. Neumann and independently Smelkin [28, p. 58]). In [23], A. I.

Mal'cev suggested the following definition of class multiplication for algebraic

systems:

Definition 1 (Mal'cev [23]). Suppose "X is a class of algebraic systems and 6h-, °V

are subclasses of %. % -% Tis the class of all ^systems 21 such that a quotient

21/0 G Tand every 0-block that is a %-system is also in %..

This class multiplication specializes to the well-known product of group varieties.

Several interesting properties and applications of this class multiplication are consid-

ered in [23] (for an English translation, see [25, Chapter 32]). In [38] Zitomirskiï

suggested an extension for single universal algebras that generalizes Schreier's [33]

group extensions, Clifford's [4] and Redei's [30] semigroup extensions, and Everett's

[9] ring extensions. To formulate his definition we need some preliminaries. For any

subsystem 33 of an algebraic system 31, the set of all congruences on 31 such that £ is

a union of blocks is a principal ideal of the congruence lattice of 31.

Definition 2. If 5) is a subsystem of an algebraic system 21, 0( 2Í, 33 ) is the largest

congruence on 91 such that £ is a union of blocks.

Definition 3 (Zitomirskiï [38]). Suppose 21, 33, 6 are algebraic systems. 9Í is an

extension of 33 by Ê if there is a subsystem 33' of 91 such that 33' = 33 and

21/0(21,33') = 6.
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310 A. A. ISKANDER

The following is another generalization for the product of group varieties:

Definition 4. Suppose % is a class of algebraic systems and %, Tare subclasses

of %. %*%-Yis the class of all ^systems that are extensions of ^systems by

Y-systems.

The requirements of Definition 4 make some of our arguments a bit complicated.

So we suggest the following:

Definition 5. Suppose 91, 33, E are algebraic systems. 2Í is an expansion of 33 by

E if there are a subsystem 33' of 21 and a congruence 6 on 21 such that 33' = 33,

91/0 = 6 and £' is a union of 0-blocks. If 6ll, Y are subclasses of a class % of

algebraic systems, % ° % T is the class of all X-systems that are expansions of

^systems by Y-systems.

In the present paper we consider some properties of, and connections between

■%, *cK and ° ft. If %, % % are quasivarieties, then % -% Y is a quasivariety

(Mal'cev [23]), and if % has also a constant term, then % ° ft Y is a quasivariety.

If Y is closed under the formation of homomorphic images, then %°ft Y=

% *% Y. A unit is a singleton system on which all basic predicates are true; a unit

term is a unary term all of whose values are units. A weakly congruence regular

variety contains with any two of its members 91, 33 an extension of 9Í by 33 iff it has

a unit term. We show that if Gli, Y are subvarieties of a weakly congruence

permutable variety % (every member has a unit e such that for any congruences 0, $

and any element x, eOQx iff e<bdx) of algebras, then Gll° <% Y= %*ft Y is closed

under homomorphic images and % -% Y is the largest subvariety of % ° ft Y. Weak

congruence permutability together with weak congruence regularity imply con-

gruence Arguesianness and congruence Ai-permutability. Finally we determine the

identities of %-ft Y for subvarieties %, Y of a weakly congruence permutable

variety %. This form of identities yields the corresponding identities for varieties of

groups, loops, idempotent quasigroups, multioperator groups and rings.

Most of the characterization theorems of this paper are Mal'cev type conditions.

An extensive theory of Mal'cev type conditions is available in Taylor [36]. Weakly

congruence regular varieties are characterized by Grätzer [12], Congruence regular

varieties are characterized by Csákány [6], Grätzer [12] and Wille [37]. Varieties in

which a block of every congruence is a subalgebra are characterized by Csákány [7].

Congruence Arguesianness is discussed in Jónsson [17,18] and Schmidt [31, p. 59].

Congruence Ai-permutability is considered by Grätzer [12], Hagemann and Mitschke

[13], Mitschke [27], Quakenbush [29], Schmidt [31, pp. 32, 53] and Wille [37]. The

varieties of algebras with ideals of Fichtner [10] are precisely the varieties of algebras

with constant terms that are weakly congruence regular and contain with any two

members an extension of the first by the second. General references in.universal

algebra are Birkhoff [2, Chapter 6], Cohn [5], Grätzer [11], Henkin, Monk and Tarski

[14, Chapter 0], and Mal'cev [24]; also Bell and Slomson [1] for models and

ultraproducts. Unless otherwise stated, the notations are those of Grätzer [11]. We

will use the same symbol for a term (polynomial)-symbol as well as its value in a

given algebraic system. The word "system" will mean "algebraic system" in the

sense of Mal'cev [24] or "structure" in the sense of Grätzer [11]. The word "algebra"
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will mean " universal algebra". A homomorphism a of a system 91 into a system 33 is

a homomorphism of the algebra reducts such that whenever P(ax,...,an) is true in

21, for some predicate £, P(axa,...,ana) is true in 33; if a is onto, then 33 is a

homomorphic image of 21, under a, if whenever P(bx,...,bn) is true in 33,

P(ax,...,an) is true in 91 for some ax,...,an such that ala = b¡, i= 1,...,«. The

phrase "a class of systems" will mean "a class of systems of the same type closed

under isomorphisms".

The author is very grateful to the referee for an exceptionally thoughtful critique

that improved the paper considerably.

1. In this section we consider some connections between class multipli-

cations: "ft,   *ft, ° %.

Lemma 1.1. T/%, Yare subclasses of a class % of systems, then ttjTçlojT.

Lemma 1.2. 7/ 31, 33, S are systems and 2Í is an expansion of 33 by S, then 21 is an

extension of 33 by a quotient of Ë.

Lemma 1.3. If^Lis a subclass of a class % of systems, then % Ç % ° x %.

Proof. If 21 G %, then 91 is an expansion of 91 by 91, where 0 = A(9t) = the

diagonal congruence on 91.

Lemma 1.4. If %, Yare subclasses of a class % of systems and "(is closed under

homomorphic images, then ^L*ft Y= % ° ft Y.

This follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2.

Lemma 1.5. Suppose % is a class of systems closed under subsystems and <3h,, Yare

subclasses of %. If every "{-system contains a singleton subsystem, then 'îl-^Tç

%°ftY.

Proof. Let 91 G % -% Y. Then there is a congruence 6 on 9Í such that 9Í/0 G Y

and every 0-block that is a X-system is in %. As 2Í/0 G Y, it contains a singleton

subsystem. Hence, a 0-block is a subsystem of 9Í G %. Thus, for some a E A,

[a]6 G %, since % is closed under subsystems. Hence [a]0 E ^i. Thus 21 is an

expansion of [a]0 E % by 91/0 G Y.

It is not true, in general, that %-ftY-9l°ftY= 0. Indeed, if % is the variety

of all groupoids, and % is the subvariety of all semigroups and 91 is the free groupoid

on one free generator a, then %E6bl-%G}l-Gll°%alL. Define xOy iff the numbers

of entries of a in x and y are equal. 0 is a congruence on 91 and 21/0 G %. Since for

no x E A, x0(x)(x), no 0-block is a subgroupoid of 2Í. Thus 21 E6li-%6H. How-

ever, no subgroupoid of 2Í is associative. Indeed, for no triple of natural numbers

(x, y,z), x @ (y@z) = (x@y) @ z, where @ is the operation on the natural

numbers defined by x@y = 2*3r. Hence 91 £ % o % %.

For the reverse inclusion, we can prove

Lemma 1.6. Suppose % is a class of systems and %, Yare subclasses of %. If % is

closed under subsystems, every ^system contains a singleton subsystem and every

^-system contains at most one singleton subsystem, then t'^Tfct-jT.
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Proof. Suppose 91 G %, 0 is a congruence on 91, and 33 is a subsystem of 31 such

that £ is a union of 0-blocks, 33 G % and 31/0 G Y. Let {e} be a singleton

subsystem of 33. Then [e]0 is a subsystem of 33; i.e., [e]0 £§%£%. If [f]6 is a

subsystem of 21, then {[/]0} is a singleton subsystem of 21/0 G Y. Hence [e]0 =

[/]0. Hence 31 E%-%%

Combining Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 we obtain

Theorem 1.7. Suppose %, ''Yare subclasses of a class % of systems. If % and % are

closed under subsystems, every ^system contains a singleton subsystem and every

Y-system contains exactly one singleton subsystem, then % -ft Y= % ° ft Y.

Definition 1.1 (Mal'cev [24, 25]). A system of type t is a unit if it is a singleton

system on which all T-predicates are true. An element a of a system 21 is a unit if it is

the universe of a subsystem of 21 that is a unit.

For algebras units and singleton algebras coincide. For algebras units are some-

times called idempotents.

Mal'cev observed [23] that -ft preserves class inclusion. Similar results are true for

*ft and ° ft. We summarize these results in the following theorem:

Theorem 1.8. Suppose % is a class of systems and6llx, 6lL2< %' % are subclasses of

%. Let & be the class of all units of% and let S0 be the class of all singleton systems of

%, D = -ft, *ft or o ft-, Then:

% , O Y, ç % 2 D Y2 ;/ % , C % 2 and Y, ç Y2 ;

U?1,DE CGlix and6lixa&0 C %,;

%,D£ = %, iff every ^li^-system has a unit quotient in %;

%iGS0 = slLx iff every "h x-system has a singleton quotient in %;

S ° ft Y| D Y| iff every Yx-system contains a unit subsystem in %;

ê0°5|-1l| ¡3 Y | iff every Yx-system contains a singleton subsystem in %.

Definition 1.2 (Mal'cev [23, 24, 25]). Suppose Y is a class of systems and 21 is a

system of the same type as Y. 0 is called a Y-congruence on 21 if 31/0 G Y and if a is

a homomorphism of 31 into 33 G Y, then there is a homomorphism ß of 31/0 into 33

such that a is the composition of the natural homomorphism of 31 into 21/0 and ß.

The following lemma was proved by Mal'cev [23, Corollary 4; 25, p. 425] for -ft.

The similar result for ° % can be easily proved.

Lemma 1.9. Suppose DÍ is a class of systems, 31 G % and %, Yare subclasses of%.

If 6 is a Y-congruence on 21, then 21 E%-^Yiff every 6-block that is a %-system is

in %.

A variety of algebras is called regularly defined [21, 35] if its type does not include

nullary operations and if it has a basis of the formp(x0,... ,xn_x) = q(x0,... ,xn_x)

where p and a are terms depending on precisely the same variables.

Theorem 1.10. Suppose % is a regularly defined variety of algebras and Y is a

regularly defined subvariety of %. If there is a simple algebra in %— Y, then

Y*^Y=YoftY^Y-ftY.
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Proof. Since 3CYÇ Y, Y*% Y= Y° ft Yby Lemma 1.4. We suppose the reader

is familiar with §2 of [21], and we use the notations and results from there.

Suppose 21 is a simple algebra in % — Y and 91' is a one element extension of 21,

i.e., A' — A U {e}, where e G A andf(xx,.. .,xn) = eif some xt = e and/(a,,. ..,a„)

is defined as in 21 if a,,... ,a„ G A, for every operation/. Then by [21], 21' G %. If 0

is the equivalence relation with classes A and {e}, then 0 is a congruence relation on

91' and 91'/0 s 2t where t is the type of %. Thus 91'/0 G Y. [e]0 = {e} G Y. So

91' G Yo ft Y. For any a E A, [a]0 = A $ Y.

Suppose $ is a congruence on 91' and 0 g <D. Then the restriction of $ to 91 is the

diagonal congruence on 91. So 91 '/<& £ Y. So 0 is a Y-congruence on 21 '. By Lemma

1.9, we have 21' g Y-ft Y.

For a specific example, one may take % = the variety of all semigroups and

Y = the variety of all commutative semigroups, since any nonabelian simple group is

a noncommutative simple semigroup.

The ideas of the above proof can be modified and extended to provide other

examples of algebras in Y° ft Y— Y-ft Y. The latter applies even in some cases

where % and Y are not regularly defined varieties. Even though the class of all

lattices is not a regularly defined variety, we have a similar result.

Theorem 1.11. Suppose 21 is a subdirectly irreducible lattice and Y is a nontrivial

lattice variety not containing 91. T/((3CS{91}) - 5(91}) Ç Y, then Y*e Y= Y o e Y^

Y-eY.

Proof. By Lemma 1.4, *e = ° e.

Let us consider the case when 91 is simple. The lattice Ë obtained by adjoining to

91 a new zero, which we denote by 0', satisfies E G Y° e Y, E £ Y-e Y. Indeed, the

equivalence relation 0 with classes A and (0'} is a congruence on E. Ë/0 is a two

element chain and belongs to Y. [O']0 = {0'} G Y. So E G Y° e Y. However, 0 is

the Y-congruence on Ë and [a]6 = A for every a E A. Since 91 G £ and 91 G Y, we

have Ë £ Y-e Y by Lemma 1.9.

Suppose now that 91 is not simple. Then 91 contains an edge e « e'; i.e., e' covers e

and 0(e, e') = ^ is the least nontrivial congruence on 9Í. Moreover, since 91 is not

simple, there is some a G [e]^. Let E be the lattice obtained from A U Ax where 91,

is a disjoint isomorphic copy of 91 and x < v in Ë if f x < v in 21, or x < y in 91,, or

x E A and v G Ax and x < e, or x E Ax and y E A and e' <y. Let 0 = 0(e, e').

Clearly Ë/0 s 91/* G Y. Also [a]0 = [a]*, but [a]* G Y by hypothesis. So

EGY°eY.
Moreover, 0 is the least congruence on E such that Ë/0 G Y. Indeed, suppose $ is

a congruence and #g$. Then (f, c') í O and the restriction of 0 to A is the

equality relation. Hence E/$ has a sublattice isomorphic to 91 £ Yand so Ë/0 £ Y.

Since [e]0 D Ax E £ - Y, by Lemma 1.9, we have Ë g Y-e Y.

Actually, if % is a locally finite lattice variety and 21 G % is finite and subdirectly

irreducible, 2Í contains more than two elements, then the class Y of all ^lattices 33

such that 91 G T7533 is a variety satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.11 (91 is a
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splitting lattice for %, see [16]). If Y is one of the following lattice varieties: 9H =

all modular lattices, 6) = all distributive lattices, or a variety generated by a finite

nontrivial lattice, then YogY^Y-gY.

Splitting properties of lattices are considered in [20, 26]. Relations between lattice

varieties and subdirectly irreducibles are discussed in [16, 19].

2. In this section we consider preservation of o^ under the operators of formation

of subsystems (S), homomorphic images (%), Cartesian products (9) and ultra-

products.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose % is a class of systems with a constant term and Gll, Y are

subclasses of%. If%, Gli, Yare closed under subsystems, then %° % Y is closed under

subsystems. If also 3CYç_ Y, then %*ft Y is closed under subsystems.

Proof. Let 91 G % ° ft Y and let 33 be a subsystem of 9t. Thus 33 G % and there

are a congruence 0 on 91 and a subsystem Ë of 91 such that C is a union of 0-blocks,

Ë G % and 91/0 G Y. Ë n 33 G %, C n £ (?= 0) is a union of 0'-blocks where 0' is

the restriction of 0 to 33. 33/0' is isomorphic to a subsystem of 91/0; i.e., 33/0' G SY

C Y. Thus 33 is an expansion of Ë n 33 G ^ by 33/0' G Y.

If DCYç Y, then qi*%Y=%°% Yby Lemma 1.4.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose % is a class of systems and %, Yare subclasses of%. If%, %,

Y are closed under Cartesian products, then % ° K Y is closed under Cartesian

products. If also 3CYç Y, then 6li*%Yis closed under Cartesian products.

Proof. Let 91 ¡ E % ° % Y, i E I. There are congruences 0, on 91, and subsystems

33, of 91, such that 33, is in %, 33, is a union of 0,-blocks and 91,/0, is in Y, for each

a G 7. 0 = n{0, | a G 7} is a congruence on

21 = n{21,-11 G 7} G %,       21/0 s n{91,/0,. | i G 7} G 6>Yç Y.

Also, 33 = II{33,|a G 7} is a subsystem of 91, 33 G 9% Ç %, £ is a union of

0-blocks. So 21 G % ° ft Y.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose % is a class of systems and <?L, Yare subclasses of%. If%, %,

Y are closed under ultraproducts, then % ° ft Y is closed under ultraproducts. If

StYç. Y, rTieAî 6il*<x Y is closed under ultraproducts.

Proof. Let 21, G % ° K Y, /' G 7 and let g = (7; f > be an ultrafilier on 7. Then

21 = Il{91, | i E 7}/f G %. There are subsystems 33, of 21,., congruences 0, on 21,

such that 33, G %, 21,/0, G Y and £, is a union of 0,-blocks for each i G 7. Expand

the language by adding a binary relation symbol 0 and a unary relation symbol B.

For each i, interpret 0 as 0, and £ as £,. 0 being a congruence, B being a subsystem

and £ being a union of 0-blocks are first order properties true in each expanded 91,

which we denote by 9I-. II{£, | / G 7}/g is isomorphic to the interpretation of B in

21' = n{2t; | a G 7}/g, 0 = I1{0, | ¿ G 7}/g is a congruence on 91. 33 is a subsystem

of 91 and £ is a union of 0-blocks.

9í/0 = n{2í,/0,|,G7}/SG Y.

Thus 21 G % ° cv Y.
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Mal'cev showed that if %, %, Yare closed under subsystems (Cartesian products),

then % ■ ft Yis closed under subsystems (Cartesian products), without restrictions on

the type of %. Mal'cev also showed that if the type of % includes only a finite

number of operation symbols, then % -ft Yis closed under ultraproducts whenever

%, %, Yare closed under ultraproducts.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose % is a class of systems with a constant term and Gll, Y are

subclasses of%. If%, %, Yare defined by universal sentences, then cli° % ̂ /J defined

by universal sentences.

Proof. A class is defined by universal sentences iff it is closed under subsystems

and ultraproducts (cf. [1,5, 11, 24]). Theorem 2.4 follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3.

Theorem 2.5. Suppose % is a quasivariety of systems with a constant term and %, Y

are subquasivarieties of%. Then % ° ft Yis a quasivariety.

Proof. A quasivariety is a class defined by a set of quasi-equations; i.e., by a set

of sentences in prenex normal form:

(Vx0---x„)((Px(tx,...,tm)&---&Pk(tx,...,tm))^P(tx,...,tm))

where P,Px,...,Pk are either predicates or = and a, ,..., tm are terms in x0,..., x„. A

class is a quasivariety iff it is closed under subsystems and Cartesian products and

ultraproducts and contains a unit [1, 5, 11, 24]. Theorem 2.5 follows from Lemmas

2.1-2.3.

If £ is the class of all lattices, % is the class of all one element lattices and fy is the

class of all distributive lattices, then % ° e 6) is not closed under sublattices and so is

not a quasivariety. Even in varieties with nullary operations, % ° ft Y is not in

general a variety in case %, %, Y are varieties. Indeed, 6E ° ^ 6£ is not a variety,

where 911 = the variety of all monoids and & = the variety of all commutative

monoids.

3. In this section we consider classes admitting extensions and classes that are

weakly congruence regular.

Definition 3.1. A class % of systems is said to admit extensions if for any 91, 33 in

DC, there is Ë G %, and Ë is an extension of 91 by 33.

Zitomirskiï [38] showed that in the class %(t) of all algebras of type t, there is an

extension of 91 by 33 iff there is a homomorphism a of 91 into 33 such that

0(33, 91a) = A(33). The proof of sufficiency depends on the fact that %(r) does not

satisfy any nontrivial identities.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose % is a class of systems containing a unit and is closed under

finite Cartesian products. Then % admits extensions iff every system 21 of % contains a

unit e(2I) such that 0(91, e(9t)) = A(9I).

Proof. Let % admit extensions and 21 G %. Then there is Ë G DC, Ë is an

extension of E by 91 where E is a unit of %. Thus Ë contains a subsystem isomorphic

to E, say e(E) and E/0(E, e(E)) = 91. Set 0 = 0(E, e(E)). [e(E)]0 is a unit in

Ë/0. Hence 9Í contains a unit e = e( 9Í ). Let $ be a congruence on 91 such that
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[e]í> = (e}. Hence there is a congruence $' on Ë, 0' > 0 and [e(E)]0' = e(E).

Hence$' = 0 and $ = A(91); i.e., 0(91, e(91)) = A(9i).

Conversely, let 21, 33 G DC and e(9l X 33) = (e, /) with 0(91 X 33,e(9t X 33)) =

A(2I X 33). Then 0(21, {e}) = A(2l) and 0(33, {/}) = A(33). Indeed, let $ = A(9()

X 0 where 0 is a congruence on 33 such that [/]0 = {/}. Hence [(e, /)]<& = {(e, /)}.

Thus 4> = A(9l X 33), and so 0 = A(33). A X {/} is a subsystem of 21 X 33 and

21 X (/} is a 0-block where (a, b)0(a', b') iff b = b'. 0 is a congruence on 91 X 33,

(91 X 33)/0 s 33 and 0 = 0(91 X 33, 91 X {/}). Indeed, let $ be a congruence on

91 X 33 such that A X {/} is a $-block and $ ^ 0. Set b^b' iff there are a, a' E A

such that (a, b)$(a', b'). * is a congruence on 33. [/]* = {/}. Thus * = A(33);

i.e., $ = 0. Hence 91 X 33 is an extension of 91 by 33.

Corollary 3.2. If Yis a quasivariety of systems, in particular if Y is a variety, then

Y admits extensions iff every Y-system 91 contains a unit e(9i) such that 0(91, e(9i)) =

A(21).

This follows from Lemma 3.1 since quasivarieties contain units and are closed

under Cartesian products.

Definition 3.2 (Grätzer [12]). A variety Y of systems is called weakly con-

gruence regular if for every system 21 G Y there is 0 G A such that for any pair of

congruences 0, $ if [O]0 = [0]$, then 0 = $.

In [12] Grätzer proved that weakly congruence regular varieties of algebras are

determined by a Mal'cev type condition. He showed that for such varieties there is a

unary term 0(x0) such that for any algebra 91, a E A and any congruences 0, $ on

21, [O(a)]0 = [0(a)]O implies 0 = $. On the other hand Csákány [7] showed that

varieties of algebras in which a block of every congruence is a subalgebra are

precisely the varieties of algebras with a unit term.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose DC is a weakly congruence regular variety of systems. If

91 G DC and e E A is a unit, then for any pair of congruences 0, $ oai 91, 0 = $ iff

[e]0 = [e]3>.

This follows from Grätzer's result because in this case 0(e) = e.

Theorem 3.4. For a variety Y of systems, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) Yis weakly congruence regular and there is a unit term e(x0) on Y.

(ii) Yis weakly congruence regular and admits extensions.

(iii) Y is weakly congruence regular and a block of every congruence is a subsystem in

which every basic predicate is satisfiable.

Proof, (i) «-» (ii) is immediate from Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 3.3. Also

(ii) -» (iii) is immediate. If Y satisfies (iii), then a block of the diagonal congruence

on the free Y-system of rank 1 is a subsystem in which every basic predicate is

satisfiable; i.e., an element of the free Ysystem on one generator is a unit. Thus

(iii) - (i).
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Theorem 3.5. For a variety Y of systems, the following conditions are equivalent

(i) Yis weakly congruence regular and admits extensions.

(ii) There are 3-ary terms s¡(x0, xx, x2), 1 < / < k, such that sx(x0, x0, x0) is a

unit on Y and for any a, b, c E 91 G Y, b = c iffst(a, b, c) = sx(a, a, a), 1 < i < k.

(hi) There are 4-ary termsp¡j(x0, xx, x2, x3), 0 </ < aai(î'), 1 < i <k, 3-ary terms

tj(xQ, xx, x2), 1 < i < /c, such that tx(xQ, x0, x0) is a unit,

t¡(x0, xx,xx) = tx(x0, xQ, xQ),       Ki<k,

and

x\  = P]0\e> Xl> X2' e)> X2 ~ Pkm(k)\e> X\ > X2 ' l k\ e > x\ > x2 )) >

p,7(e, xx,x2, t,(e, xx,x2)) =p,0+1)(e, xx,x2, t,(e, xx, x2))    if j is even,

p,j(e,xx,x2,e) =pi(J+X)(e,xx,x2,e)    if j is odd,       0 <j < m(i), 1 < i < k,

Pim(i)ie> Xl> X2> hie> X\> X2)) = P(,+ \)o(e,X\'X2>e)'      Ki<k,

are identities in Y where e — tx(x0, x0, x0).

Proof. Suppose (iii) is true. Set

s,(x0,xx,x2) = ti(tx(x0,x0,x0),xx,x2),       Ki<k.

Si,... ,sk satisfy (ii). Let Y satisfy (ii) and 21 G Y, a E A. Then e = sx(a, a, a) is a

unit. Let 0, $ be congruences on 21 such that [e]$ = [e]$. 91/0 G Y. Hence b$c iff

for all 1 < i *£ k,

s,([e]8,[b]6,[c]6) = sx(e[6],[e]6,[e]6);

i.e., iff s¡(e, b, c)6sx(e, e, e). But sx(e, e, e) — e. Thus bdc iff s,(e, b, c) E [e]0,

1 < ; < ac. Similarly b$c iff s,(e, b, c) E [e]$, 1 < i < k. Since [e]0 = [e]$, 0 = $.

Thus Yis weakly congruence regular and since it has a unit term sx(x0, x0, x0), (i)

follows from Theorem 3.4. It remains to prove that (i) -» (iii).

Suppose that (i) is true and g is the free Y-system freely generated by x0, xx, x2,_

By Corollary 3.2 and Proposition 3.3, there is a unit / = f(x0,... ,xn_x) E F such

that for any pair of congruences 0, $ on g, 0 = $ iff [/]0 = [/]$. Thus every

congruence on S is determined by its /-block, and so

•(*.. *»+i) = V {«(/,«) |« e [f]6(x„, xn+x)}.

By the compactness of 6(x„, xn+x), there is a finite number of terms «,,... ,uk such

that (/, u,) E 0(x„, xn+x), 1 < i < fcand

0(xm,xm+l)=V{O(f,ul)\l*i<k}.

Thus u, = u¡(x0,... ,x„_x, x„, x„+u...,xm) and / = u,(x0, ...,xn_x, x„, x„,...,x„)

for all 1 <i <k. There are zx,...,zk+] E F such that x„ = zx, xn+x = zk+x and

(z,, zi+x) E 6(f, u¡), 1 < i < k, at the expense of a repetition and a reordering of

the ¡a,. Hence there are algebraic functions g,y(z) such that

z, = 9,o(/)> z,+ l = °,m(i)(Mi)>
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9ij(«i) =fl,o+i)(«i)    if/is even,

9v(/) = *(7+i)(/)   »0'is odd,       0 <y < w(f), 1 < i < *.

Since zl+x =qim(l)(ul) and z,+ l = fl((+n0(/), then a,m(1)(u,) = q0+w(f) for all

1 < /' < A:. (This follows from the general techniques of characterizing principal

congruences due to A. I. Mal'cev [22] and its modifications in B. Jónsson [19] and G.

Grätzer [12].)

Now, an algebraic function in one variable on g can be identified by a term. Thus

there are terms r¡¡(x0,. ..,xn_x, xn, xn+x,...,xs, xs+x) with s > aai such that

X0 — '"lOV^O'. •• '^j' /)' Xn+\  = rkm(k)\X0>- ' ■ »*j» UkiX0'- ■ ■^Xm))'

ru(x0,... ,xs, Ui(x0,.. ,,xm)) = riU+X)(x0,.. .,xs, «,-(*„,...,*„,))    if/ is even,

r/y(jc0-xs,f) =ri(j+l)(x0,...,xs,f)   if / is odd,       0</<w(i), 1 < i < k,

and

rim(i)\X0>- ■ ■ >■*!> "iV-^O'- • • >Xm)) ~ r(/+nol^O'• • • »*i> 7 )' 1 < I < AC.

Let a be the endomorphism of g defined by x,a = e(x0) = /(x0,... ,x0) if i =£ ai,

i ¥= n + l, i ¥= s + 1 and x„a = jc,, xn+ ,a = x2, xi+ ,a = x3. The conditions of (iii)

are satisfied when i,(x0, xx, x2) = i/,a, p¡j(x0, xx, x2, x3) = r^a, since e(x0) is a

unit.

Special cases of weakly congruence permutable varieties admitting extensions are

the varieties with ideals of K. Fichtner [10] and J. Slominski [34]. Such varieties are

varieties with a unique "equationally defined" constant; they include, of course,

multioperator groups, loops and rings. They are also varieties of algebras with

unique units. The following lemma establishes conditions for such varieties:

Lemma 3.6. For a variety Y of systems, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) Every system of Y contains precisely one unit.

(ii) There are unary terms c(x0) and e(x0) such that c(x0) = c(xx) and e(x0) is a

unit.

(iii) There is a unary term e(x0) such that e(x0) — e(xx) and e(x0) is a unit.

Proof. It is clear that (iii) -» (ii). If Ysatisfies (ii) and a E 9Í G Y, then e(a) is a

unit. If /G A is a unit, then/= c(f) = c(e(a)) = e(a). Thus 91 contains precisely

one unit. Let Y satisfy (i) and let g be the free Ysystem of rank 2 generated by

x0, xx. Then g has precisely one unit: u(x0, xx). Thus e(x0) = u(x0, x0) and e(xx)

are units. Hence e(x0) = e(xx).

Thus if Yis a variety of systems with constant terms and unit terms, then for every

Y-system 91, there is 0 G A that is the value of all unit terms and constant terms.

Theorem 3.7. Suppose Yis a variety of systems with a constant term. The following

conditions on Yare equivalent:

(i) Yis weakly congruence regular and admits extensions.

(ii) £Aiere are binary terms u¡(x0, xx), 1 < i < k, such that ux(x0, x0) is a unit and

for any system 91 G Y, and any a,b E A, a — b iffu¡(a, b) — ux(a, a), 1 < i < k.
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(iii) There are binary terms vt(x0, xx), 1 < i < k, and ternary terms q¡j(x0, xx, x2),

0 </ < aai(a'), 1 < i < ac, such that vx(x0, x0) is a unit,

Vi(x0, x0) = vx(x0,Xq),       Ki<k,

and

x0 = ilol^O' 'l'")' X\ = akm(k)\X0' x\> vk\x0' Xi))'

q,j(x0, xx,v:(xq, xx)) = q,iJ+l)(xQ, xx,vi(x0, xx))    ifjis even,

qlj(xo,xx,0) = qi(j+])(xQ,xx,0)    ifjis odd,       0<j<m(i), 1 < i < k,

and

0,m(o(*o> *i >»,(*<» *i)) = 9(i+iyoixo> xi>Q)>       Ki<k,

where 0 = vx(x0, x0).

(iv) Y is weakly congruence regular and has a unit term.

(v) Y has a unit term that is also a constant term 0 aAia" every congruence is

determined by its 0-block (i.e., Y is a variety with ideals [10].)

The equivalence of (ii), (v) and a variant of (iii) was established by Fichtner [10]

for varieties of algebras with a nullary operation 0 that is also a unit.

Proof. By Lemma 3.6, a variety Ywith constant terms and unit terms is such that

every Ysystem contains a unique unit 0; it is also its unique constant. Theorem 3.7

follows from Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 where in all terms we replace x0 by 0, xx

by Xq, x2 by xx and x3 by x2.

The following theorem establishes some connections between varieties with unit

terms [7], varieties with constant unit terms, congruence regular varieties [6, 12, 37],

varieties with ideals [10], idempotent varieties; i.e., every element of every system is a

unit and Mal'cev's class multiplication [23].

Theorem 3.8. Suppose Y is a variety of systems with a unit term. The following

conditions on Yare equivalent:

(i) For some unit term e(x0) in Y, Ysatisfies

0) e(f(x0,...,xn_x)) = e(f(e(x0),...,e(xn_x)))

for every operation f of the type ofY.

(ii) For all operations f and all unit terms e of the type ofY, Y satisfies (I).

(iii) Y = %,0 ■ cy %, for some subvariety %0 of Y with a constant term and some

idempotent subvariety 6llx ofY.

(iv) Y= Y0 -<y Y, wAiere Y0, Y, are the subvarieties of Y defined by e(x0) = e(xx)

and Xq = e(x0), respectively, for some unit term e(x0) in Y.

Proof. By Lemma 3.6, varieties with unit terms and constant terms are varieties

where every system has exactly one unit, which is also its unique constant. %

satisfies e(x0) = e(xx); i.e., it is a variety with a constant term. Y, satisfies

Xq = e(x0); i.e., it is idempotent. Thus (iv) -> (iii). Let (iii) be true. Thus Gllx satisfies

Xq = e(x0) for any unit term e(x0). Also %0 satisfies e(x0) = e(xx) for any unit

term e by Lemma 3.6. Let 91 G Y and let / be an n-ary operation of the type of Y.
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There is a congruence 0 on 21 such that 3Í/0 G % , and every 0-block that is a

subsystem of 31 belongs to 9l0. As every element in 21/0 is a unit, every 0-block is a

subsystem of 31. Thus [a]0 G %0 for every a G A. Hence ade(a) for all a G ,4. Thus,

for any ax,...,an E A, a, E 0e(a,), 1 « i < n. So/(a,.a„)0/(e(a,),... ,e(a„)).

Since e(x0) = e(xx) is true in each 0-block, e(f(a,.a,,)) = e(f(e(ax),_e(an))).

Thus (iii) -» (ii). It is immediate that (ii) -» (i). Suppose (i) is true. The relation xdy

iff e(x) = e(y) is a congruence on "il G Y by (i). e(e(x)) = e(x) since e is a unit

term. So e(a)6a for any a E A. Hence 31/0 G Y,. Since a, b E [c]6 implies e(a) =

e(b) = e(c), every 0-block belongs to %. Thus 31 G Y0 -,Y Y,; i.e., "1 = Y0 -.Y Y,.

Thus a variety with a unit term satisfying any of the conditions of Theorem 3.8 is

the product of a variety whose systems have precisely one unit and an idempotent

variety; i.e., a variety in which every element is a unit.

The following statements are corollaries of Theorem 3.8:

A semigroup variety satisfying x = x"+\ for a given positive ai, is the product of

some subvariety of groups and some subvariety of bands iff it satisfies (xy)" =

(x"y")". A weakly congruence regular variety with unit terms is the product of a

subvariety with ideals and an idempotent congruence regular subvariety iff it

satisfies (i) of Theorem 3.8. (This follows from Theorems 3.7 and 3.8, since every

weakly congruence regular idempotent variety is congruence regular [12], and weakly

congruence regular varieties with constant terms and unit terms are varieties with

ideals.)

4. In this section we study weakly congruence permutable varieties and the syntax

Of-ft.

Definition 4.1. A variety DC of systems is weakly congruence permutable if for

every DC-system 31, there is a unit e G A such that for any pair of congruences 0, $

on31,[[e]0]$ C[[e]O]0.

Similar to Mal'cev's Characterization Theorem of congruence permutable vari-

eties, we can prove

Theorem 4.1. A variety Y of systems is weakly congruence permutable iff there exist

a unary term e(x0) and a ternary term u(x0, xx, x2) in the language of the type of Y

such that e(x0) is a unit and u(e(x0), xx, xx) — e(x0) and u(e(x0), e(x0), xx) = xx.

Moreover, if the latter is true, then for every a E 31 G Y and every pair of congruences

0, <J> OAi 21, [[e(a)]0]$ = [[e(a)]4>]0.

Proof. Let g be the "Yfree system on w free generators. Let Y be weakly

congruence permutable. There is a unit f = f(x0,...,xn_x) E F such that for any

pair of congruences 0, <ï> on g, [[/]i]Oç[[/]$]i. Let 0 = 0(/,x„), $ =

6(x„, xn+x). Hence (/, x„+1) G 0$; i.e., xn+x E [[/]0]<3>. Hence xB+1 G [[/]O]0;

i.e., (f,xn+x) E $0. There is t = t(x0.xn, xn+x,... ,xm) E £ such that (/, 0 G

$ = 0(xn, xn+[) and (t, xn+x) E 0 = 0(/, xn). The endomorphisms of g defined by

x¡a = x¡ if i ¥= n and xna = /, xß = x¡ if i ¥= n + 1 and xn+xß = xn satisfy

ta = t(x0,...,xn_l,f,x,l+x.Xm) = xn+xa = xn+x,

tß = t(xQ,...,x„,xn,...,xm) =fß=f-
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If y is the endomorphism of g defined by x¡y = x0 if /' ¥= n and i ¥= n + 1, xny = xx

and xn+xy = x2, u(xQ, xx, x2) = ty and e(x0) = fy satisfy the condition in the

theorem.

Conversely, let e and u satisfy the condition in the theorem. If a G 21 E Y, 0, $

are congruences on 21 and b E [[e(a)]0]$, then there is c E A such that e(a)0c and

c$b. Hence u(e(a), b, b)<&u(e(a), c, b) and u(e(a), c, b)8u(e(a),e(a), b); i.e.,

e(a)®u(e(a), c, b) and u(e(a), c, b)6b. Thus b E [[e(a)]$]0.

As an example of a weakly congruence permutable variety that is not permutable,

consider the groupoid variety defined by: xx = yy and (xx)y = y. Here e(x) = xx

and u(x, y, z) = yz. The groupoid of four elements {e, a, b, c), defined by ex = x

for all x and yz = e for all z and for ally i= e, belongs to this variety. However,

[[a]0(a,b)]6(b,c) = [a,b,c]    and    [[a]0(b, c)]6(a, b) = {a, b).

Lemma 4.2. Suppose Y is a weakly congruence permutable variety of systems. If

31 G Y and a G A is a unit, then for any pair of congruences 0, $ oai 31,

[a](0 V$) =[[a]0]$=[[a]<D]0.

Proof. Since a is a unit, e(a) = a. Thus by Theorem 4.1, [[a]0]$ = [[a]$]0. Let

b E [a](0 V $). Then there are ax,...,an G A such that afia^^ if i is even and

a,<î>a,+ ] if / is odd and a8ax and an = b. Thus a2 E [[a]0]<D and so a2 E [[a]<D]0.

But a26a3.  Hence a3 G [[a]$]0 = [[a]0]$.  Thus we can  reduce the sequence

a,.a„ to a,, a4,...,a„ since a3<Da4. Thus a4 G [[a]0]$, ada\ and a\<&aA. So we

can reduce the sequence till we reach a sequence cx, c2 where aOcx and cx<bc2, c2 = b;

i.e., b E [[a]0]<D; i.e., [a](0 V $) ç [[a]0]<ï>.

Theorem 4.3. Suppose DC is a weakly congruence permutable variety of systems and

%, Y are subvarieties o/DC. Then % °™. Yis closed under homomorphic images and

% -ft Y is a subvariety o/DC.

Proof. Let 31 G DC and let 0 be a congruence on 31 such that 31/0 G Y. Since there

is a unit term e(x), we have for each a E A that [a]0 is a subsystem of 31 iff there is

a unite G [a]0.

Let [e]0 G %, where e is a unit. Let a be a homomorphism of 31 onto 33 G DC and

let <t> be the kernel congruence of a. Then 0 V $ is a congruence on 3Í and

0' = (0 V $)a is a congruence on 33 such that 33/0' is a homomorphic image of

31/0. Thus 33/0' G Y.

[ea]0' = ([e](0 V cp))a = ([[e]0]<D)a = ([e]0)a

by Lemma 4.2. So [ea]0' is a homomorphic image of [e]0 G %. Hence \ea\6' E %.

Thus if 21 G % o % Y, then 33 G % ° ft Ysince if E is a subsystem of 21 and 0 is a

congruence on 21 such that C is a union of 0-blocks, Ë G % and 21/0 G Y, C

contains a unit e, [e]0 is a subsystem of S, so [e]0 G %. If 21 G % -.x Y, then

[e]0 G % for every unit e G ^, where 0 is a Y-congruence on 21. Let/ G £ be a unit

and aot = f (since a is onto). Hence e(f) = e(aa) = e(a)a. Thus there is a unit

e EA such that ea =/. But then (as above) [f]9' = [ea]0' = ([e]8)a; i.e., [/]0' E

% for every unit fin B. Thus, by the first paragraph, 33 G % -ft Y. That S(%-%Y)

C % -ft Y and ■?(% -^ Y) Ç % -ft Y was shown by A. I. Mal'cev in [23]. That
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9f-ft Yis a variety when DC, 6li. Yare congruence permutable varieties was

established in [23].

Theorem 4.4. Suppose Y is a variety of systems with constant terms. Then Y is

weakly congruence permutable iff there is a binary term t(x0, xx) such that /( x0, x0 ) = 0

is a unit and t(0, xx) — xx.

Proof. By Lemma 3.6, Yis a variety in which every system has a unique 0 such

that 0 is the value taken by every constant term and by every unit term. Theorem 4.4

then follows from Theorem 4.1, where t(x0, xx) = u(0, x0, xx) and e(x0) = 0.

Theorem 4.5. If Y is a weakly congruence permutable and weakly congruence

regular variety of systems, then Y is congruence Arguesian (and so congruence

modular). Moreover Y is congruence n-permutable for some n.

The proof that Yis congruence Arguesian is similar to B. Jonsson's proof [18] that

congruence permutability implies congruence Arguesianness.

Proof. Let 21 G Yand let e be a unit of 31. Since Yhas a unit term and is weakly

congruence regular, congruences are determined by any block containing a unit, by

Proposition 3.3. So, if 0, 0' are congruences on 31, then 0 < 0' iff [e]0 C [e]0'. Let 0,,

$,, 0 < a < 2, be congruences on 31,

0= H {0,V$,:O<i<2},

% = [K v h) n {% v $2)] v[(0, v 02) n (<*>, v *2)],

* = %n(80vex)n(%v<!>x)

and

0'=[0on(0,v*)]v[$on($,v*)].

To show that the congruence lattice is Arguesian it suffices to show that [e]0 C [e]6'.

Let eda. Then e(0, V $,)a, 0 < ; < 2. Since Yis weakly congruence permutable, by

Lemma 4.2, e0,-$,-a, 0 =£ i: < 2. Now proceed as in the usual proof of permutability

implies Arguesianness to obtain eO'a.

31 is congruence Ai-permutable if for any congruences 0, $ on 21, 0 • <D - 0 - $

■■• = $.0.$.0.., where both sides of the equality are of length ai (see [12, 13,

27, 29, 31, 32,37]).

Let 91 G Y, let e be a unit of 21, and let 0, $ be congruences on 21. By Definition

4.1 and Theorem 3.4 Y admits extensions. Let t¡ and p:j be the terms of condition

(iii) of Theorem 3.5. Let a(0 V $)/>. Then e(0 V $)?,., a, = tt(e, a, b), 1 < i < k. By

Lemma 4.2, ed<Ptj and e$0i,, 1 « i < k. There are c,, d¡ such that e0c,í>í, and

eQdßt,, 1 < i « k. Hence

p¡j(e, a, b, e)6pu(e, a, b, cj)^piJ(e, a, b, t¡);

i.e.,

plJ(e,a,b,e)6^pIJ(e,a,b,tl)

and, similarly,

p,7(e,a,o,e)<D0p,7(e,a,0,r,).
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Hence

p,0(e, a, b, e)0QpiO(e, a, b, /) = p,,(e, a, b, t,);

pjX(e, a, b,e)0$p,x(e, a, ¿>, A,).

Hence

p,0(e, a, o, e)0$0p,,(e, a,b,e) = pi2(e, a, b, e).

Hence

p,0(e, a, b, e)(0<P)mU)p,mU)(e, a, b, t,) = p(,+ ,)0(e, a, b, e).

Hence

a = p10(e, a, Ö, e)(0$)m(1,p2o(^ «> ¿, e)(0<D)"',2)

• • •/7(i-i)o(t'' fl> ¿>< e)(0$)m<'t)/'<:m(A)(e' «' f>, tk) = b.

Hence a(8<b)sb where s = m(\) + ■ ■ ■ +m(k). Thus Yis congruence 2^-permutable.

From [3] it follows that congruence regular varieties are congruence modular.

Now we study the syntax of weakly congruence permutable varieties.

Lemma 4.6. Suppose DC is a weakly congruence permutable variety of algebras,

31 G DC, Y/s a subvariety o/DC, and 0 is the Y-congruence on 91. Let g be the %-free

algebra on w free generators and let a be a homomorphism of g oaîîo 91. If a E A is a

unit,f = f(x0,.. .,xn_x) is a unit of'g andxka = a, 0 *£ ac < ai, then

[a]0= [u(a,x„a,...,xma)\Y\= u(f,x„,...,xm)=f).

Proof. As 91/0 G Y, 91/0 is a homomorphic image of g/0' where 0' is the

Y-congruence on g. Hence 0a"1 D 0' V kernel a. Thus 0a"1 = 0' V $, where O =

kernel a, since g/(0' V $) G Y and g/(0' V $) is a homomorphic image of 91 and,

therefore, of 91/0. Let c E [a]8; i.e., aOc. There is z G £ such that za = c. As

fa=f(a,...,a) = a, (f,z) G 0a"' = 0'V 0. Hence z G [/](0' V 3>) = [[/]0']1>,

by Lemma 4.2, since DC is weakly congruence permutable and /isa unit. Hence there

is t E F such that fO't and /$z. Thus ta = za = c and /= I is an identity in Y.

í = t(xQ,...,xn_x,xn,...,xm) =/is an identity in Y. So t(f,...,f, x„,...,xm) =

/(/,...,/)=/is an identity in Y. Let k(x0, x„,...,xm) = r(x0,...,x0, jc„,...,xm).

Then u(f,xn,...,xm) — f is an identity in Yand

c = Aa = t(a,...,a, xna,...,xma) = u(a, x„a,...,xma).

Hence

[a]0 Ç {ii(a,x„a,...,xma)|Yi=M(/,x„,...,xm) =/}.

The inverse inclusion is obvious.

Lemma 4.7. Suppose DC is a weakly congruence permutable variety of algebras and g

is í7ie %-free algebra on to free generators. If f — f(x0,.. ,,x„_x) is a unit of g,

i = 1,2, aAia" 0 is a fully invariant congruence on g, then

[/>]0= {«(/i,*o.---.*«)l«(/2. *«.•••.*■+«) G Ul*}-
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Proof. Let a be the endomorphism into g defined by xka = /, if ac < ai and

xka — xk_„ if k > n. Then apply Lemma 4.6 where 31 = g, a =/,, f — f2 and Yis

the variety generated by g/0.

Lemma 4.8. Suppose Di is a weakly congruence permutable variety of algebras, g is

the %-free algebra on u free generators and 0, <J> are fully invariant congruences on g.

Suppose f = f(x0.x„-\)- Uj(xx,...,xm), i= 1,2, are terms such that /,, f2 are

units of g aAid (ux(vx.vm), u2(vx,...,vm)) E $ for all vx.vm G [fx]0. Then

(ux(tx,...,tm),u2(t.,tm))E<S>foralltx.tmE[f2]0.

Proof. Let a be the endomorphism onto g defined by xka = f-, if k < n and

xka = xk_„ if ac > ai. By Lemma 4.7, [/2]0 Ç ([/,]0)a. Let A,.tm E [f2]0. Then

A, = v,a, 1 </<m, where o,.t)„, G [/,]0. Then ia,(a,,. . .,/„,) = «,.(ü„...,üm)a,

; = 1,2. Since (ux(vx.vm), u2(vx.vm)) G <J>, O is fully invariant and a is an

endomorphism, (ux(vx.vm)a, u2(vx_.vm)a) E $.

Lemma 4.9. Suppose Di is a weakly congruence permutable variety of algebras, tyl. Y ,

"¥ are subvarieties o/DC ana" 9l -ft Yç <¥ Ç % ° -x Y. Then %=<%. -% Y.

Proof. Let g be the free Di-algebra on w free generators. Using Theorem 4.3,

let 0. 4>, ̂  be the Y-, (%. -% Y)-, ^-congruences on g, respectively. Ô 3 í> D t.

We need to show that $ Ç * or, equivalently, g/^ G 3l ■ ft Y. As g/* G *¥ ç

••VI o .y Y, by Definition 5, there is a subalgebra 33 of g/^ that is a union of

blocks of the ^-congruence on g/^ and which satisfies 33 G %. Thus there is a sub-

algebra Ë of g that is a union of 0-blocks and Ë/(C2 n <ff) E %. Since there are

unit terms on DC, let e be a unit of Ë. Hence [e]0/(([e]0)2 n V) E %, as it is

isomorphic to a subalgebra of E/(C2 D "9) E %. Let / be a unit of g and let

ux = u2 be an identity in %. Then («,(«,,.. .,vm), u2(v.,um)) G Sí' for all «,,...,

vmE[e]0.  By Lemma 4.8, (ux(tx,...,tm),u2(tx.tj) G ¥  for all i„...,/mG

[/]0; i.e., [/]0/(([/]0)2 n *) G <?l. Thus every block of 0/* that is a subalgebra

of g/* is in % ; i.e., g/SP G % -ft Y.

Corollary 4.10. Suppose DC is a weakly congruence permutable variety of algebras,

tfl. ^ are subvarieties o/DC aAid ̂ 1 ° ft ~V is closed under subalgebras. Then

%.xY=%*D(Y=%ogcT.

Proof. ^1 *.v 'v = ^l ° ft '\ by Lemma 1.4. By Lemma 2.2, <?1 ° <% Y is closed

under Cartesian products, and by Theorem 4.3, it is closed under homomorphic

images. Thus ^1 ° x Y is a subvariety of Dx, and by Theorem 4.1 and Definition 5

% -ft Yc % ° ft Y. The corollary follows from Lemma 4.9.

Theorem 4.11. Suppose % is a weakly congruence permutable variety of algebras,

"71, Y are subvarieties o/Di, / is a unit term on Di aAid 2 as a basis of identities for ^l.

Then tyl • .v Y is defined relative to % by the identities:

{"i(u,.O = u2ivx.vm)\ux = u2 G 2, Yt=u,. =/, 1 <i<m).

Proof. Let g be the DC-free algebra on u free generators. We can assume

f~f(x0.x„_|) G £ Let 0, $ be the Y-, (% -ft Y)-congruences on g, respec-

tively. It is clear that g/O satisfies the identities ux(vx.vm) = u2(vx—,vm) for
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all ux — u2 E 2 and u,,... ,vm such that v¡ = /is an identity in Y, 1 < i < m. Let %

be the subvariety of DC defined by these identities. Hence % -% Yç üllí. By Lemma

4.9, it suffices to show that "ïli Q % ° ^ Y. Let ^ be the ^li-congruence on g. Hence

for all vx,...,vm E [f]0, ux = u2 E 2 we have (ux(vx,... ,vm), u2(vx,... ,vm)) E *.

Thus [/]0/(([/]0)2 n *) G <?i; i.e., g/* G%»s Y.

Corollary 4.12. Suppose DC as a weakly congruence permutable variety of algebras

with a constant term 0. Then for any subvarieties %, Y of DC, % -v ~\ = "VI *.v L~\ =

°?l o ft Y is defined relative to%by the identities:

{"i(»i.O = «2(oi,...,»„,) | «i = "2 G2, Y> u, = 0, Ki<m},

H'/iere 2 is a basis of identities for 9i .

Corollary 4.12 follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.6 and Corollary 4.10 and Theorem

4.11.

Corollary 4.13. Suppose % is a variety of algebras that is both weakly congruence

regular and weakly congruence permutable, %, Yare subvarieties of % and 2 is a basis

of identities of % of the form u(f,xn,...,xs)=f, where f is a unit of g, the free

%algebra on u free generators. Then % • ̂  Y is defined relative to % by the identities:

{u(f,v0,...,vk) =f\u(f,x„,...,x„+k) =/G2,

Tf «,.(/,*„,...,x„+m)=/,0<¿« Ac}.

% always has such a basis, in part because, by Proposition 3.3, every congruence

of g is determined by its/-block.

Corollary 4.13 gives the syntax of % • ft Y where DC is the variety of idempotent

quasigroups, loops, groups, rings, modules, etc.

An abstract characterization of idempotent medial quasigroups is in [8].

Corollary 4.14. Suppose DC is a variety of algebras with a constant term 0 that is

both weakly congruence regular and weakly congruence permutable, (YJ,, Y are sub-

varieties o/DC, g is the free %algebra on (¿free generators and U, V are the 0-blocks of

the 6hr, Y-congruences on g respectively. Then sli-cKY=Gä,*%Y=Gli°%Yis de-

fined relative to DC by u(v0,... ,vm) = 0, where u(xQ,.. ,,xm) E U and v¡ E V, 0 «£ /

< ATI.

Corollary 4.14 follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.6 and Corollaries 4.10 and 4.13.

Corollary 4.14 gives the form of identities of % -ft Y= Gll*% Y= %. ° ft Y using

the fully invariant subgroups when DC is a group variety [28], and £-ideals when DC is

a ring variety [15]. This also gives the form of identities for the case of loops,

multioperator groups, etc.
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